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Preface 

Scalar Energy: Understanding the Power and Potential! 

Throughout history, many great innovators have been labeled crazy only to later be revealed 
as geniuses. As time goes on and we learn more about Scalar Energy, inventor Nikola Tesla 
proves no exception. Considered eccentric at the least and a mad scientist by some, Tesla spent 
most of his life studying and theorizing about energy in all of its forms, along with its potential 
applications. Much of his work centered on an alternative to commonly used electromagnetic 
energy, known as Scalar Energy. 

According to Tesla, Scalar Energy, or radiant energy, is a primal force in nature. He surmised 
that this form of energy when harnessed correctly could have near limitless possibilities. 
Incredibly enough, Scalar Energy is free and renewable; always available and never in short 
supply.  

During his lifetime, Tesla envisioned the development and construction of what he termed the 
Wardenclyffe Tower to conduct and distribute Scalar Energy to the public. Had the project 
taken off, the Wardenclyffe Tower would have been erected in Long Island Sound to provide s 
afe and inexpensive energy to the world. Unfortunately, the venture failed on account of a lack 
of funding and the Wardenclyffe Tower was subsequently demolished in 1917. Despite the 
setback, Tesla continued his work with Scalar Energy and eventually perfected his transmission 
methods in order to power an automobile using the universe’s radiant energy and without 
emissions or gas pollutants! 

Nikola Tesla theorized many uses for this incredible energy. And today, we have only begun to 
truly understand how Scalar Energy could improve our lives. Many believe that its powers 
could be used for: 

 National Defense

 Better Telecommunications

 Sustainable, Clean Power and Lighting

 Health and Wellness Applications

 Disease Cures and Treatments

 And much more

Later in life, Nikola Tesla was quoted as saying that Scalar Energy could be the new driving 
force behind the world’s machinery, derived from the energy that operates the universe 
itself. Ever-present and in unlimited quantities, this incredible force—when embraced—could 
have the power to free mankind from so much suffering and toil and “ultimately herald a new 
Heaven and a new Earth.” In these times of uncertainty, Scalar Energy deserves attention even 
if only a fraction of what Tesla hypothesized can be realized. 

Keep reading to learn more! 
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An Introduction to Scalar Energy 

ikola Tesla is one of the greatest geniuses the world has ever known. The discoveries 

and inventions of Tesla were so far-reaching that they remain unparalleled in the 

world to this day. Initially, his research focused on alternating, electrical current in 

contrast to the direct, electrical current proclivity of his day. Tesla convincingly demonstrated 

the greater efficacy and practicality of alternating current as opposed to direct current, and 

fortunately his discoveries and inventions were eventually recognized and put into practice. 

The inventor’s thinking was so advanced—so sublime—that most people today still cannot 

grasp his theories and inventions.  

During his research, Tesla realized that two energies exist in the universe: electromagnetic 

energy and scalar energy. Electromagnetic energy is broadly accepted and utilized; conversely, 

scalar energy is poorly understood and presently disregarded.  

Tesla theorized and experimented with abrupt discharges of electrostatic potentials that 

subsequently released a new type of energy from the ether of the universe. In so doing, he 

discovered scalar energy. So profound was this discovery that Tesla abandoned his research 

regarding alternating, electrical currents and devoted the rest of his life to the pursuit of scalar 

energy, or—“radiant energy”—as he termed this primal force of nature. 
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How it All Began 

During the course of his work, Tesla realized that scalar energy possessed alternating 

concentrations of rarefied and densified pulsations that moved along a single vector. His 

experiments confirmed that scalar energy could be manifested by the creation of abrupt and 

powerful, one-way disruptions in the ether itself. He used spark gaps in conjunction with 

strong magnets that were placed perpendicular to the gap currents in order to quench these 

currents and to subsequently dissipate the high 

current arc as soon as it occurred.  

This process allowed Tesla to access scalar energy from 

the immediate environment—or ether—as Tesla 

frequently referred to the medium of the 

universe. Succinctly, Tesla used a high voltage DC 

current power supply in order to achieve a pulsed, 

current surge of power in one direction. This 

manifestation was scalar energy. 

In 1899, Tesla located to Colorado Springs, Colorado in 

order to conduct more scalar energy experiments. A 

laboratory was constructed in conjunction with a 

tower that Tesla utilized to freely transmit his scalar 

energy. The experiments proved to be successful as 

Tesla illuminated lamps at a distance of 25 miles by 

way of the wireless transmission of scalar energy.  

Additionally, Tesla utilized scalar energy in order to produce artificial lightning with bolts 

measuring over 100 feet in length. In effect, Tesla had created a local, scalar energy 

environment, causing all of Colorado Springs to now be under the influence of this new 

and promising energy. It was even reported that butterflies exhibited a blue halo of scalar 

energy around their wings as they flew within this scalar energy environment. This 

convinced Tesla that scalar energy was a superior force to that of electricity, and that this 

preferred energy would serve to vastly improve the welfare of mankind. Emboldened with 

this discovery, Tesla was now ready to introduce scalar energy to the world. 
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The Next Step 

About a year after Tesla set up his Colorado Springs Laboratory, he initiated construction for 

another scalar energy project known as Wardenclyffe Tower, located near Long Island Sound. 

Always the altruist, Tesla wanted to provide relatively inexpensive and safe energy to the 

world.  

He envisioned the Wardenclyffe Tower as the first of many strategically located scalar energy 

towers around the world that would provide this amazing energy as a source of power to 

all. Consumers would simply erect a scalar energy antenna in order to receive a wireless 

transmission of power from this network of scalar energy towers. Despite Tesla's best efforts 

however, the Wardenclyffe project failed due to a lack of funding and was subsequently 

abandoned.  

Eventually, the U.S. government deemed the Wardenclyffe Tower a possible threat to 

national security during World War I. It was feared that spies would use the Wardenclyffe 

Tower as a landmark for a submarine attack against the homeland. Ultimately, Wardenclyffe 

Tower was destroyed on July 4, 1917 in order to diffuse that threat. 
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Perseverance 

Despite these setbacks, Tesla continued unperturbed with his scalar energy research in New 

York City by miniaturizing his instruments in order to achieve the same results that he 

experienced at the Colorado Springs and Wardenclyffe laboratories. It is believed that Tesla 

was able to perfect the transmission of scalar energy to the point where he could power an 

automobile with the radiant energy of the universe.  

Tesla removed the combustion engine of an automobile and replaced it with a sealed engine 

capable of receiving scalar energy power transmission. He correspondingly invented a scalar 

energy receiver that consisted of twelve vacuum tubes and an antenna that provided the 

scalar energy power source for the engine. The receiver was installed inside the dashboard of 

the retrofitted automobile. In operation, the vehicle performed flawlessly reaching a top 

speed of 90 MPH without any sign of stress. Furthermore, the scalar energy engine operated 

without the emission of any gas or pollutant and was accordingly silent in operation. The Tesla 

car utilized scalar energy as its motive power source—not gasoline.  

In his fertile mind, Tesla realized that 

there were thousands of potential 

applications of scalar energy in 

many diverse fields. One potential 

application was the role of scalar energy 

in forming a hemispherical dome of 

protection for a specific region or country 

against an aerial enemy attack. He knew 

that this dome of protection afforded by 

scalar energy would render an incoming 

missile or attack plane inert. 

Tesla’s prescient notion was only recently considered by the U.S. government under 

the "Strategic Defense Initiative" of the Reagan administration.  

Tesla also planned to utilize scalar energy as the preferred carrier wave for 

all telecommunications, thus supplanting the much inferior radio and microwave frequencies 

of the electromagnetic spectrum used today. Scalar energy signals do not experience entropy 

and interference as the radio and microwave signals do. Cell phones, satellite dishes, TV, 

radio, wireless computer networks, and other telecommunications devices would achieve 

greater clarity of transmission without signal loss by utilizing scalar energy as the carrier wave. 
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An End to the Beginning 

Upon reflection later in life, Tesla remarked, "This new power (scalar energy) for the driving of 

the world's machinery will be derived from the energy which operates the universe—the 

cosmic energy—whose central source for the earth is the sun, and which is everywhere 

present in unlimited quantities."  

Tesla's observation was correct, as it is the Sun of our solar system as well as the stars of the 

universe that produce a never-ending supply of scalar energy that permeates the universe.  

Tesla's discoveries and inventions have provided the seminal environment that was necessary 

to introduce scalar energy to the world. Now, mankind must acknowledge and embrace scalar 

energy as one of God the Father's, "greatest creations," as Tesla did during his lifetime. One 

day, in the near-future, scalar energy will serve to free mankind from so much suffering and 

toil and ultimately herald, "a new heaven and a new earth." Revelation 21, 1. 
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About the Author 

Tom Paladino is a scalar energy researcher and has 25 plus years’ experience helping people 
with chronic pathogenic illness. 

Tom Paladino’s research and work with the scalar energy began during his undergraduate 

years. He was inspired by various scientists, i.e., Hieronymus, 
Moray, Priore’ and especially Nikola Tesla, as to the existence 
of an energy that is not of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

With this inspiration, he pursued a course of independent 
study in order to better understand and subsequently 

harness scalar energy. 

Scalar energy is also known as prana, chi, radiant energy, 
zero point energy, qi, orgone, eloptic. After years of 

experimentation and modification, Tom Paladino has 
developed a technique using scalar energy that will 
transmute pathogens quickly and painlessly. This technique 
facilitates the use of photographs of people who desire to 
have pathogens transmuted in their bodies. 

Tom Paladino developed a treatment process whereby he is able to administer the scalar 
energy reverse-phase angle harmonic of a pathogen, thereby causing that agent of infection to 
disassemble or fall apart. Scalar energy operates at the quantum level and is capable of 

disassembling all types of pathogens thus eliminating the causative agent of disease. Once the 
causative agent of a pathogenic disease has been eliminated the symptoms associated with 
that infection decrease or disappear altogether. 

Learn more at: http://tompaladinoscalarenergy.com/ 




